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Abstract. In this study we evaluate eight autoconversion parameteriza-4

tions against integration of the Kinetic Collection Equation (KCE) for cloud5

size distributions measured during the NASA CRYSTAL-FACE and CSTRIPE6

campaigns. KCE calculations are done using both the observed data and fits7

of these data to a gamma distribution function; it is found that the fitted8

distributions provide a good approximation for calculations of total coales-9

cence, but not for autoconversion because of fitting errors near the drop-drizzle10

separation size. Parameterizations that explicitly compute autoconversion11

tend to be in better agreement with KCE, but are subject to substantial un-12

certainty, about an order of magnitude in autoconversion rate. Including tur-13

bulence effects on droplet collection increases autoconversion by a factor of14

1.82 and 1.24 for CRYSTAL-FACE and CSTRIPE clouds, respectively; this15

enhancment never exceeds a factor of 3, even under the most aggressive col-16

lection conditions. Shifting the droplet-drizzle separation radius from 20 to17

25 µm results in about a twofold uncertainty in autoconversion rate. The poly-18

nomial approximation to the gravitation collection kernel used to develop19

parameterizations provides computation of autoconversion that agree to within20

30%. Collectively, these uncertainties have an important impact on autocon-21

version, but are all within the factor of 10 uncertainty of autoconversion pa-22

rameterizations. Incorporating KCE calculations in GCM simulations of aerosol-23

cloud interactions studies is computationally feasible by using precalculated24
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collection kernel tables, and can quantify the autoconversion uncertainty as-25

sociated with application of parameterizations.26
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1. Introduction

Quantifying the impacts of aerosol on global cloud, known as the “aerosol indirect27

climatic effect” is an important agent of climate change. Increases in aerosol concen-28

tration from natural background levels tend to decrease average cloud drop size, which29

enhances cloud albedo (“first indirect effect”, Twomey [1977]) and can reduce precipita-30

tion efficiency (“second indirect effect”, Albrecht [1989]). The precipitation rate predicted31

in general circulation models (GCMs) is controlled by autoconversion, the process of32

collision-coalescence that leads to the formation of new small drizzle drops; changes in33

precipitation from aerosol effects are then represented as changes in the autoconversion34

rate. Estimates of indirect effects are subject to large uncertainty [Intergovernmental35

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2007], a result of the incomplete representation of36

cloud microphysical processes, especially autoconversion of cloud water to rain [Lohmann37

and Feichter , 2005, 1997; Jones et al., 2001; Menon et al., 2002, 2003]. Predicted spatial38

and temporal evolution of liquid water path (LWP) in large-scale models is strongly in-39

fluenced by the autoconversion scheme; hence accurately quantifying the autoconversion40

rate is ultimately required for reducing indirect effect uncertainty.41

Drizzle drops, defined as those with radius larger than a threshold, r0 (typically 20 µm42

with corresponding mass x0; Wood and Blossey [2005]), are the precursor to rain and43

are produced mainly by the collisions of small cloud droplets from activation of Cloud44

Condensation Nuclei (CCN). “Autoconversion” can then be defined as the coalescence of45

cloud droplets, each with mass less than x0, to form drizzle drops of mass larger than46

x0. A collision event can also produce a cloud drop with mass less than x0, and is called47
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“self-collection” [Beheng and Doms , 1986; Beheng , 1994; Seifert and Beheng , 2001]. If48

the droplet size distribution is known, the autoconversion rate A can be computed from49

the Kinetic Collection Equation (KCE) [Pruppacher and Klett , 1997; Wood and Blossey ,50

2005]:51

A =
∫ x0

0

[
∫ x0

x0−x
K(x, x′)x′n(x′)dx′

]

n(x)dx (1)

where K(x, x′) is the collection kernel and n(x) is the drop size distribution (DSD).52

Explicitly resolving the collection process is generally considered computationally ex-53

pensive [Khairoutdinov and Kogan, 2000; Randall et al., 2003] and has seen limited usage54

in GCM simulations. Instead, parameterizations are used, where the autoconversion rate55

is expressed in terms of size distribution moments, such as liquid water content (LWC)56

[Kessler , 1969], cloud droplet number concentration (CDNC) [Manton and Cotton, 1977;57

Baker , 1993; Rotstayn, 1997; Khairoutdinov and Kogan, 2000], and spectral dispersion58

[Beheng , 1994; Cohard and Pinty , 2000; Liu and Daum, 2004]. Parameterizations are59

often developed from simplified forms of KCE with prescribed cloud droplet size dis-60

tributions and collection kernels. For example, Manton and Cotton [1977] developed a61

formulation assuming that autoconversion is a threshold process, which commences once62

a “critical” value for liquid water content is exceeded. When autoconversion is active, an63

average collision frequency is assumed for all cloud droplets, resulting in an autoconversion64

rate that scales with LWC7/3. Liu and Daum [2004] developed an analytical expression for65

autoconversion rate as a function of LWC, CDNC, and the relative dispersion (a measure66

of DSD width) of the cloud drop size distribution. Their formulation is derived by ana-67

lytically integrating the KCE, using an approximate form of the gravitational collection68
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kernel assuming the DSD follows a gamma distribution. The magnitude of autoconver-69

sion rate is given by the product of rate function and threshold function, as the later70

represents the fraction of the total coalescence and is recently derived as a function of71

droplet distribution width [Liu et al., 2006]. Another approach to developing autocon-72

version parameterizations is to derive them from detailed microphysical simulations with73

a numerical cloud model. Khairoutdinov and Kogan [2000] adopted this approach, and74

used a wide range of simulated DSDs obtained from Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) of driz-75

zling marine stratocumulus to fit autoconversion rates (using least square minimization)76

to simple power-law expressions that depend on droplet number and liquid water content.77

Autoconversion parameterizations are subject to considerable uncertainty, as when ap-78

plied to the same cloud microphysical state can give autoconversion rates that vary up to79

three orders of magnitude [Wood and Blossey , 2005]. The implications are very impor-80

tant for hydrological cycle simulations, as the timescale for forming precipitation can be81

in substantial error, leading to systematic shifts in precipitation patterns. The process82

of “tuning” a parameterization to match observed precipitation patterns (e.g., Rotstayn83

[1997]) may partially offset this bias, but is inherently limited owing to the multiple scales84

involved and the nonlinearity of the autoconversion process.85

Many reasons exist for the large differences seen between autoconversion parameteri-86

zations. First, parameterizations do not necessarily use the same definition for autocon-87

version. For example, the threshold size used for separating drizzle from cloud drops by88

Khairoutdinov and Kogan [2000] is 25 µm, and, 20 µm by Wood and Blossey [2005]. Liu89

and Daum [2004] do not consider a threshold at all, and instead predict total coales-90
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cence P (i.e., all collection events, regardless of their droplet size), done by changing the91

integration limits of (1) to,92

P =
∫

∞

0

[
∫

∞

0
K(x, x′)x′n(x′)dx′

]

n(x)dx (2)

Uncertainty in predicted autoconversion may also result from the DSD assumed (e.g.,93

gamma or lognormal) in the development of each formulation. Substantial uncertainties94

in predictions of autoconversion rate also arise from the form of the collection kernel used.95

The essential kernel is that for gravitational coalescence under quiescent conditions, and96

is that which the exclusive majority of parameterizations employ. Cloud-scale turbulence97

however is known to augment the coalescence rate, and can be included by adding a98

turbulent kernel into the collection process (e.g., Riemer and Wexler [2005]; Riemer et al.99

[2007]). Incorporating turbulence effects in a parameterization, however, is challenging,100

given the complex form of the collection kernel (e.g., Ayala et al. [2008a, b]). Whether101

or not turbulence effects should be included in parameterizations still remains an open102

question, given that the augmentation in autoconversion rate may still be within the103

inherent uncertainty of parameterizations.104

In this study, we assess the importance of assumptions used in the development of105

autoconversion parameterizations. We first examine the error in autoconversion associ-106

ated with using an analytic distribution (such as the gamma distribution), by comparing107

predicted autoconversion rates from the KCE employing observed distributions and fits108

to them. KCE calculations of autoconversion rate are then compared against parame-109

terizations, to characterize their inherent uncertainty. We also explore the sensitivity of110

predicted autoconversion to the droplet size threshold used for calculating A, by compar-111
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ing KCE calculations of A against P . The importance of including turbulence effects in112

KCE calculations of autoconversion rate is also examined. Finally, we assess the compu-113

tational efficiency of KCE against autoconversion parameterizations.114

2. Cloud microphysics

2.1. Observational datasets

Cloud droplet size distributions used in this study were collected aboard the CIRPAS115

Twin Otter aircraft (http://www.cirpas.org/) during two field campaigns: CRYSTAL-116

FACE in Key West, FL (July 2002) and CSTRIPE in Monterey, CA (July 2003). Mea-117

surements taken during CRYSTAL-FACE focused on low-level cumuliform clouds [Conant118

et al., 2004; VanReken et al., 2003], whereas marine stratocumulus clouds were the focus119

of CSTRIPE [Meskhidze et al., 2005]. Detailed description of flights and sampling strate-120

gies for both campaigns are provided in VanReken et al. [2003], Conant et al. [2004], and121

Meskhidze et al. [2005]. In both campaigns, droplet size distributions were measured with122

a Cloud and Aerosol Spectrometer (CAS) optical probe [Baumgardner et al., 2001] and123

a Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP) [Brenguier et al., 1998]. The observed124

DSDs range between 1 to 25 µm in radius; haze droplets (less than 1 µm) and their125

impact on collection will not be considered. We use transect-averages for KCE calcula-126

tions (using higher resolution data does not affect the closure between parameterizations127

and KCE); 164 transects are available from CRYSTAL-FACE, and 52 from CSTRIPE.128

Table 1 summarizes DSD characteristics (LWC, CDNC, mean droplet diameter Dp, stan-129

dard deviation σ for Dp, and relative dispersion ε) for CRYSTAL-FACE and CSTRIPE130

data. In CRYSTAL-FACE (CSTRIPE) clouds, 25th and 75th percentiles of CDNC are131

227 (234) cm−3 and 593 (370) cm−3. The 25th and 75th percentiles of mean diameter132
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for CRYSTAL-FACE (CSTRIPE) are 7.78 (5.22) µm and 13.67 (8.79) µm. Compared to133

CRYSTAL-FACE, CSTRIPE clouds are characterized by smaller LWC, CDNC, Dp and134

σ; this is consistent with the weaker dynamics and cloud depths associated with marine135

stratocumulus.136

2.2. Autoconversion parameterizations studied

The parameterization schemes used in this study are summarized in Table 2 and in-137

clude (a) Manton and Cotton [1977], MC, (b) Beheng [1994], BH, (c) Khairoutdinov and138

Kogan [2000], KK, (d) Liu and Daum [2004], LD4, (e) Liu and Daum [2004], LD6, (f)139

Sundqvist et al. [1989], (SD-L for over land, and, SD-O for over ocean) with modifications140

by Del Genio et al. [1996] to include a stronger dependence of autoconversion on LWC.141

These parameterizations, when applied to the same cloud, predict substantially different142

autoconversion rates. Analogous to Figure 1 of Wood [2005], Figure 1 presents predicted143

autoconversion rate for each parameterization in Table 2. The assumed CDNC is 300144

cm−3, and the relative dispersion is taken as 0.5 for the LD4, LD6, and BH parameteri-145

zations. At these cloud conditions, the BH scheme exhibits the largest dynamic range of146

autoconversion rate. KK generally predicts the lowest autoconversion rate and LD4 the147

highest; the two expressions on average, differ by a factor of 120, and at low values of148

LWC, by 3 orders of magnitude. At lower LWC range, SD-O is close to LD6, but for LWC149

>∼1.3 g m−3 converges to SD-L at a higher level than KK. To assess the importance of150

these differences, one can express them in terms of a timescale for rain formation, τrain.151

Since autoconversion is the rate-limiting step for forming rain [Cohard and Pinty , 2000],152

τrain can be approximated with the timescale of autoconversion, τauto = LWC/A . If, for153

example, a cloud is characterized by LWC ∼1 g m−3 and an autoconversion rate of ∼ 10−7
154
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kg m−3s−1, τrain ∼2.7 h; hence, such a cloud may form rain during its lifetime (20 mins155

- few hours); for clouds with lower autoconversion rates (<10−8), τrain is too large (>27156

h), and such clouds are unlikely to produce rain. Hence, a factor of 10 difference in au-157

toconversion in the ∼ 10−8 - 10−7 range represents the difference between a precipitating158

and non-precipitating cloud. Large uncertainties in autoconversion rates when A < 10−9
159

or A > 10−6 are, on the other hand, less important.160

3. Parameterizations vs. KCE with fitted DSD

In this section, we assess the ability of LD6 to reproduce the autoconversion and total161

mass collection rate predicted by integration of KCE for gamma distributions (obtained162

from fits to ambient observed size distributions). Other parameterizations are not evalu-163

ated here, since the fitted and observed DSD have identical microphysical moments (i.e.,164

CDNC, LWC, ǫ); the comprehensive intercomparison will be considered in Section 4. In165

the following sections, we present the procedure to fit a gamma distribution to observed166

DSDs, and then proceed to quantifying the error in autoconversion rate associated with167

i) assuming P=A, and, ii) using the polynomial approximation to the gravitational col-168

lection kernel as the former is used in the derivation of LD6.169

3.1. Relating gamma distribution to DSD moments

A DSD is said to follow a gamma distribution, n(r), with shape parameter k and scale170

parameter θ, if [Liu and Daum, 2004],171

n(r) = N0r
k−1e−r/θ (3)
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N0, k and θ are constants, and can be related to the total droplet number concentration N ,172

the liquid water content LWC obtained from the measured distributions, and the relative173

dispersion ε (a measure of the width of n(r)),174

ε = σ/rm (4)

where σ, rm are the standard deviation and mean radius of the cloud drop distribution,175

σ =

√

√

√

√

∫

∞

0 (r − rm)2n(r)dr
∫

∞

0 n(r)dr
(5)

rm =

∫

∞

0 rn(r)dr
∫

∞

0 n(r)dr
(6)

N0 is expressed in terms of k and θ from the zeroth moment of measured DSD:176

N0 =
N

Γ(k)θk
(7)

where Γ is the gamma function and k is related to the observed relative dispersion, which177

is given by [Liu and Daum, 2004]:178

k = ε−2 (8)

The parameter θ in Equation 3 is determined by equating the the third moment of the179

gamma distribution with the measured LWC [Cohard and Pinty , 2000],180

θ =

(

6

π

LWC

ρw

Γ(k)

Γ(3 + k)

)1/3

(9)
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3.2. Procedure for fitting DSD and calculation of A

The gamma distribution fit to each measured DSD (Equation (3)) is determined by181

first computing the LWC, σc, and rm from the observed data. Then, k is computed from182

Equations (4) and (8); θ is computed from Equation (9), and N0 from Equation (7).183

Examples of measured vs. fitted distributions for the two field campaigns are given in184

Figure 2. In general, the gamma distribution provides a better fit to CRYSTAL-FACE185

data (which tend to be narrow) than for CSTRIPE; the importance of these discrepancies186

is assessed in Section 3.3.187

After determining the k, θ and N0 for each measured DSD, we proceed with computing

A (Equation (1)) for the fitted n(r) of each measured distribution. This is done by

discretizing n(r) onto a grid; the number of droplets in each size bin is equal to F (r+) −

F (r−), where r−, r+ are the lower and upper size bounds of the discretized droplet bin,

respectively, and F (r) is the cumulative number concentration from 0 to r,

F (r) =

r
∫

0

N0χ
k−1e−χ/θdχ = N0θ

kγ(k,
r

θ
) (10)

where γ is the incomplete gamma function [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1965].188

When computing A (Equation (1)) or P (Equation (2)), the polynomial approximation

to the gravitational collection kernel (for r ≤ 50µm) is used [Long , 1974],

K(r1, r2) = K2(r
6
1 + r6

2) (11)

with K2 = 0.04×1015 m−3 s−1; r1 and r2 are the colliding droplet radii (m). Equations (1)189

and (2) are then numerically integrated with the discretized size distributions to obtain190

the autoconversion rate. For measured DSDs, we use the CAS size bins (covering 1 to 25191
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µm in mean radius) and for the fitted gamma distribution, we discretize over 100 sections192

with logarithmically-spaced size bins from 1 to 25 µm in radius.193

3.3. The appropriateness of gamma distribution fits for coalescence and

autoconversion

The sensitivity of KCE integration to the specified DSD is evaluated first using the194

fitted DSDs for CRYSTAL-FACE clouds. The excellent agreement between LD6 and KCE195

(average relative difference, 5 %) confirms that the polynomial collection kernel (used in196

the analytical derived LD6) is a good approximation to Equation (11). Table 3 summarizes197

the mean error and standard deviation in predicted coalescence and autoconversion rates198

that results from fitting the observed CRYSTAL-FACE and CSTRIPE DSDs to a gamma199

function (Section 3.2). Generally, the mean error for autoconversion that results by fitting200

distributions is much greater than for total coalescence; in fact, the total coalescence is well201

captured by the fit, even for the broad size distributions of CSTRIPE (which may not be202

described well by a gamma distribution, Figure 2b). This implies that the autoconversion203

computation by integrating KCE is very sensitive to the fitting distributions, because the204

distribution of droplets which are close to the drizzle threshold size strongly depends on205

the distribution function used. To estimate the autoconversion uncertainty resulting from206

the droplet binning scheme, the fitting procedure of size distribution is also repeated with207

designated particle bins from CAS probe. The difference in autoconversion is decreased208

but still large (2.66 for CRYSTAL-FACE, 4.17 for CSTRIPE). Most of this uncertainty209

arises from the deviations in the fitted distribution to the observations at large droplet210

sizes (which is more pronounced for the CSTRIPE dataset); the latter effect is magnified211
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when autoconversion is computed. This suggests that the skewness of DSD may need to212

be accounted for an effective parameterization of the autoconversion process.213

4. Parameterizations vs. KCE with measured DSD

Here, we quantify the autoconversion rate discrepancy between KCE calculations using214

the observed DSD and the parameterizations of Table 2. Figure 3 presents the predicted215

total coalescence of cloud droplets calculated using LD6, against KCE computations for216

observed CRYSTAL-FACE DSDs. The agreement between the total coalescence from217

KCE and LD6 is almost as close as in the evaluation using fitted (gamma function) DSDs218

(not shown). For higher autoconversion rates (10−7 - 10−6, which correspond to clouds219

most susceptible to rain formation), LD6 overestimates coalescence by about a factor of 2220

(Figure 3); however, this may not be important for simulations of the hydrological cycle,221

as the precipitation timescale is already small for such clouds. This further supports222

that prescribing a gamma distribution is a good approximation for calculations of total223

coalescence.224

Total coalescence is not autoconversion; because LD6 predicts total coalescence rate,225

it overestimates autoconversion by about a factor of 49 for CRYSTAL-FACE and 5 for226

CSTRIPE clouds (Figure 4). This is consistent with Wood and Blossey [2005], who showed227

an overestimation by a factor of 3.8 to 112 for marine boundary layer clouds sampled in228

the northeast Atlantic Ocean. This overestimation does not exhibit a constant bias, nor229

does it have a strong correlation with LWC, given that the ratio of self-collection to auto-230

conversion varies significantly between clouds (Figure 5a). However, the ratio correlates231

strongly with τauto (Figure 5b); application of LD6 would give a good approximation to A232

when the ratio is less than unity, i.e., only for heavily drizzling clouds with τauto < 30 hr for233
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CSTRIPE, and, τauto < 3 hr for CRYSTAL-FACE (Figure 5b). The KK parameterization234

(which was explicitly developed to provide A) predicts systematically lower conversion235

when compared to LD6 (Figure 3). KK is in better agreement with KCE integrations for236

autoconversion rate (Equation (1) for r0 = 20 µm; Wood and Blossey [2005]) and consis-237

tently tends to give the lowest mean error for CRYSTAL-FACE clouds (Table 4, Figure238

4), but is still subject to substantial uncertainty (Figure 4; Table 4). As substantial as239

it may seem, this scatter is within the inherent uncertainty of the parameterization (∼240

1-2 orders of magnitude; Khairoutdinov and Kogan [2000]). A sensitivity analysis (sec-241

tion 4.3) suggests that the different thresholds used for KCE are not responsible for the242

bias and scatter of Figure 4. The other parameterizations in Table 2 do not give better243

results than KK. LD4 and MC closely agree with each other (Figures 4a and 4b) but244

substantially overestimate autoconversion, largely because both assume that the collec-245

tion efficiency is independent of drop size [Manton and Cotton, 1977]. SD-L substantially246

overestimates as well, while SD-O agrees within a factor of 2 at high autoconversion rates.247

Large discrepancy between KCE calculations and parameterizations is also seen for the248

CSTRIPE DSDs (Figure 4b; Table 4); LD6 on average most closely approximates overall249

KCE calculations.250

4.1. LD6 with threshold function

The overestimation of autoconversion from LD6 was initially pointed out in the study251

of Wood and Blossey [2005]; in response, Liu and Daum [2005] state that LD6, which is a252

rate function, should be multiplied with a threshold function to give the autoconversion253

rate. In this section, we evaluate LD6 multiplied by the autoconversion threshold function,254

Tε, of Liu et al. [2006],255
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Tε = γ′

(

6 + ε−1

ε−1
, γ1/(3ε)

(

3 + ε−1

ε−1

)

x1/(3ε)
c

)

· γ′

(

3 + ε−1

ε−1
, γ1/(3ε)

(

3 + ε−1

ε−1

)

x1/(3ε)
c

)

(12)

where xc is the critical-to-mean mass ratio, and γ′ = γ/Γ.256

Figure 6 shows the generalized threshold function as a function of the mean-to-critical257

mass ratio (x−1
c ), for DSDs of constant ε (lines), CRYSTAL-FACE (dots) and CSTRIPE258

clouds (circles). The threshold function values are close to the theory for ε = 0.36 for many259

cases of CRYSTAL-FACE clouds; the computed threshold function for CSTRIPE DSDs is260

less than 0.3, very often with values less than 10−1. This suggests that such clouds are far261

away from a precipitating state, and is consistent with the timescale analysis of Section262

5. Figure 7 presents predictions of autoconversion using LD6 (with and without the263

threshold function) against the KCE computations. Considering the threshold function264

decreases the autoconversion rate (mostly for the CSTRIPE clouds furthest away from265

a precipitating state), but the changes are not significant in high autoconversion rates266

for CRYSTAL-FACE (since the value of the threshold function is close to unity). The267

reduction of autoconversion using the threshold function is sometimes large enough to268

result in an underestimation of autoconversion, especially for CSTRIPE clouds.269

4.2. Accuracy of Long’s approximate polynomial

It is important to quantify the uncertainty introduced in calculated coalescence (and270

autoconversion) rate from using the polynomial approximation to Long’s gravitational271

collection kernel. This is shown in Figure 8, which presents total coalescence (top panel)272

and autoconversion rate (bottom panel) calculations using explicit gravitational collection273

and approximate polynomial kernels, for CRYSTAL-FACE DSDs. On average, using274
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Long’s approximate polynomial overestimates total coalescence rate by up to a factor of275

13, and 32% for autoconversion. These deviations are most prominent at low conversion276

rates, while the agreement at higher values (most relevant for precipitation) is quite good.277

4.3. Effect of drizzle threshold size, r0

The large discrepancy of autoconversion rate between parameterizations may in part be278

from the separating size used to distinguish cloud droplets from drizzle drops. In this sec-279

tion, we analyze the effects of changing r0 from 20 µm (as suggested by Wood and Blossey280

[2005] to 25 µm [Khairoutdinov and Kogan, 2000] for DSDs observed in CRYSTAL-FACE281

clouds. The calculations were done based on Long’s gravitational collection kernel, the282

results of which are summarized in the first two columns of Table 5. As compared to the283

calculation with r0 = 20 µm, the relative difference of autoconversion rate could increase284

to 235 % when r0 = 25 µm is used. In general, lower autoconversion rates are obtained for285

r0 = 25 µm but a slightly higher value for coalescence (Figure 9). The relative difference286

for autoconversion rate is up to -86 % and 11 % for total coalescence (Table 5). Compared287

to coalescence, changes in autoconversion are subject to significantly more scatter (Figure288

9), suggesting that the effect of r0 on collection may not be monotonic.289

5. Autoconversion error for hydrologically sensitive clouds

Autoconversion rates vary over five orders of magnitude in the CRYSTAL-FACE and290

four orders of magnitude for CSTRIPE data sets. Not all of this dynamic range is “hy-291

drologically important” (as noted in Section 2.2) so we focus the evaluation for clouds292

closest to forming drizzle. The evaluation is done by computing τauto for each observed293

DSD, using the parameterized and KCE-computed values of autoconversion. Results of294
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this intercomparison for CRYSTAL-FACE and CSTRIPE clouds are shown in Figures 10a295

and 10b, respectively. τauto ranges from 0.5 to 104 h in cumulus (CRYSTAL-FACE) and296

10 to 104 h for stratocumulus clouds (CSTRIPE). The CSTRIPE data tend to exhibit297

larger τauto, consistent with the lower LWC, weaker dynamical forcing, and low cloud298

top height. In this study, the “hydrologically important” clouds are those with τauto less299

than the typical cloud lifetime, multiplied by a factor of ten to account for the order300

of magnitude uncertainty associated with autoconversion parameterizations. Thus, for301

CRYSTAL-FACE clouds, τauto ranges between 0.1 and 10 h; for CSTRIPE data, τauto302

ranges between 0.1 and 100 h. Compared to KCE, application of LD6 tends to underes-303

timate τauto (because autoconversion rate is overestimated) and they differ by a factor of304

about 0.79 ± 1.00 for CRYSTAL-FACE and 0.18 ± 0.74 for CSTRIPE clouds (Table 4).305

In terms of the other parameterizations, the difference is larger than a factor of 2 for KK306

and BH in CRYSTAL-FACE clouds and KK, LD4, MC, BH, and SD-L for CSTRIPE307

cases. LD6 with threshold function, LD6(T), has the lowest error in τauto and this is con-308

sistent with its good agreement in autoconversion rate (Table 4). Among the formulations309

applied, the standard deviation of A (or τrain), is of order of the error in τrain (Table 4).310

Given that was seen in all parameterizations studied, regardless of their sophistication,311

this finding may suggest that “tuning” of parameterizations to minimize the average τrain312

error (instead of A or LWC), may be accompanied by a strong reduction in prediction313

scatter, and be an efficient way to improve autoconversion predictions in GCMs.314

6. KCE with turbulent kernel

LD6 and other parameterizations have been derived assuming that gravitational setting315

under “quiescent flow” conditions govern droplet collision. However, it is well known that316
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turbulence can affect droplet growth and enhance collision coalescence process [Pruppacher317

and Klett , 1997; Xue et al., 2008]. We compare autoconversion rates using KCE with318

a gravitational kernel, and KCE with a kernel enhanced by turbulent coalescence. In319

this study, the effect of turbulence on the droplet collection process is represented by320

application of two collection kernels, by i) Zhou et al. [2001], and, ii) Ayala et al. [2008a, b].321

Both kernels are derived from direct numerical simulation (DNS) of droplet collection in322

a turbulent field. The parameterizations of the turbulent collision kernel presented in323

these studies make use of a general turbulent velocity correlation function, thus partially324

removing the low Reynolds number limitation in DNS. Xue et al. [2008] showed that the325

kernel of Zhou et al. [2001] severely overestimate the effects of turbulence at the very326

high Reynolds number expected in ambient clouds; nevertheless, we include it in our327

assessment, to serve as an upper limit of the effect of turbulence on droplet collection.328

6.1. The Zhou et al. [2001] turbulence kernel

The collection kernel is of the form:

Kt(r1, r2) = EtΓ0

[

1 + 15
w2

r

v2
k

(

η

R

)2
]1/2

g12(R) (13)

where R = r1 + r2, Γ0 = (8π/15)1/2 R3vk(R/η), g12(R) is given by Zhou et al. [2001], and,

r1, r2 are radii of the droplets involved in the collision. vk = (ve)1/4 is the Kolmogorov

velocity scale, v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and e is the turbulent dissipation

rate. η = (v3/e)1/4 is the Kolmogorov length scale, and, Et is the turbulent collection

efficiency (assumed to be unity) [Riemer and Wexler , 2005]. Also,

w2
r

v2

k
= Cw(φ)

(

u′

vk

)2 γ
γ−1

{

(θ1 + θ2) − 4θ1θ2

θ1+θ2

[

1+θ1+θ2

(1+θ1)(1+θ2)

]
1

2

}

·
{

1
(1+θ1)(1+θ2)

− 1
(1+γθ1)(1+γθ2)

}
(14)
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where θi = 2.5τpie

u
′2

, i (=1,2) is the index for droplets involved in the collection, and, u′
329

is the root mean square velocity fluctuation in the flow. Cw(φ), γ and φ are given by330

Zhou et al. [2001]. τp = 2ρir
2
i /(9vρ) is the droplet inertial response time, and ρi, ρ is the331

particle and air density, respectively.332

Equation (13) is developed in the absence of gravitational collection. To compute col-333

lection rates in the presence of both gravity and turbulence, we add Equation (13) to the334

gravitational kernel of Long (Long [1974]).335

6.2. The Ayala et al. [2008a, b] turbulence kernel

The kernel of Ayala et al. [2008a, b] considers simultaneously the effects of gravity and336

turbulence on collection,337

Kt(r1, r2) = 2πR2 〈|wr(R)|〉 g12(R)Eg
12 (15)

where 〈|wr|〉 is the radial relative velocity and Eg
12 is the collision efficiency of droplets338

with radii r1, r2 in a quiescent background air. The radial distribution function at con-339

tact, g12(R), is given by Ayala et al. [2008a, b]. The effects of turbulence on geometric340

collision kernel is considered; turbulent effects on collision efficiency is not included be-341

cause efficiency data is not available for the dissipation rates relevant for ambient clouds.342

Gravitational collection efficiency is obtained from the Hall kernel, and, terminal veloci-343

ties of droplets are determined by the nonlinear drag. 〈|wr|〉 is expressed as [Ayala et al.,344

2008a, b],345

〈|wr|〉 =
√

2
π
σ
[

1
2

√
π
(

b + 0.5
b

)

erf (b) + 1
2
exp (−b2)

]

(16)
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The variance of the relative velocity fluctuation, σ2, is given as346

σ2 =
〈

(v′

1)
2
〉

+
〈

(v′

2)
2
〉

− 2 〈(v′

1v
′

2)〉 (17)

where v′

1 and v′

2 are the fluctuational velocity of two colliding droplets in the radial direc-

tion. Finally, the parameter b is defined as

b =
|vt,1 − vt,2|

σ
√

2
(18)

where vt,1 and vt,2 are the terminal velocity of droplets with radius r1 and r2, respectively.347

6.3. Effects of turbulence on collection

Kt requires knowledge of the fluctuational velocity, u′, and dissipation rate, e (which ex-348

press the intensity of the turbulent field surrounding the droplet population). In general,349

e varies from tens cm2 s−3 for stratus clouds to several hundreds cm2 s−3 for cumuli [Prup-350

pacher and Klett , 1997]. Therefore e = 200 cm2 s−3 for CRYSTAL-FACE clouds, and, e351

= 50 cm2 s−3 for CSTRIPE clouds are assumed; u′ can then be inferred from e using the352

u′ vs. e correlation from studies of MacPherson and Isaac [1977] and Riemer and Wexler353

[2005]. As pointed out by Wang et al. [2006], Riemer and Wexler [2005] overestimates u′
354

by a factor of
√

3, thus a correction of this factor is also included. The average u′ used355

for CRYSTAL-FACE clouds is thus 1.73 m s−1 and 1.15 m s−1 for CSTRIPE clouds.356

Figure 11 compares autoconversion rates obtained from KCE integration with gravita-357

tional collection under quiescent and turbulent conditions. The Hall kernel is used for358

gravitational collision process since the Ayala et al. [2008a, b] kernel is based on the set-359

ting of still-fluid terminal velocity and collision efficiency of Hall kernel. Both Ayala et al.360

[2008a, b] and Zhou et al. [2001] kernels are included. For CRYSTAL-FACE cloud size361
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distributions, the average autoconversion rate augmented by the Ayala et al. [2008a, b]362

kernel is about a factor of 1.82 ± 0.09 greater than the average value obtained using the363

gravitational kernel alone. When applied to CSTRIPE clouds, turbulence enhances auto-364

conversion by a factor of 1.24 ± 0.01; this difference may be important for clouds for which365

the time needed for initializing precipitation is slightly longer than its lifetime. When the366

turbulence kernel of Zhou et al. [2001] is added to the gravitational kernel, average auto-367

conversion rate increases (compared to a calculation using the gravitational kernel only)368

by a factor of 3.3 ± 2.0 for CRYSTAL-FACE clouds, and 3.5 ± 0.9. Thus, though the369

kernel of Zhou et al. [2001] severely overestimates the turbulent kernel [Xue et al., 2008]370

and predicts higher autoconversion for the less dissipating CSTRIPE clouds, the effect371

on autoconversion is about a factor of two different from using the more atmospherically372

relevant kernel of Ayala et al. [2008a, b]. For the hydrologically important clouds in the373

dataset, turbulence (using the kernel of Ayala et al. [2008a, b]) enhances autoconversion374

on average by approximate 96% for CRYSTAL-FACE and 24% for CSTRIPE clouds. Al-375

though important, the effect of turbulence tends to lie within the inherent uncertainty of376

autoconversion parameterizations.377

7. Computational Requirements of KCE

Assuming that the parameterization - KCE autoconversion discrepancy is representative378

of the parameterization (process) error, one can use KCE as a benchmark calculation.379

Although expensive for usage in a GCM simulation, KCE can be substantially accelerated380

if precalculated lookup tables are used for K(r1, r2), in place of an online calculation.381

To evaluate the potential speedup and the impact of using discretized kernels on the382

calculation, we compare A predicted from KCE (with a lookup table where droplet radii383
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range from 1 to 100 µm with an increment of 1 µm) vs. A from KCE with online calculation384

of collection kernels. The time needed for computing A from KCE integration is then385

evaluated for all CRYSTAL-FACE clouds (a total of 164 spectra). Each KCE calculation386

is executed for all DSDs from CRYSTAL-FACE, and the average time per computation387

is compared against that required for LD6; the computational platform used for the388

intercomparison was done in Matlab run on an Intel Pentium-4 2.40 GHz PC running389

the Windows XP operating system. The total execution time for computing A with KCE390

calculation includes the procedure of fitting the size distributions and the discretization of391

the resulting droplet distribution into the droplet bins. Table 6 displays the CPU times of392

all calculations; KCE integration with a lookup table for kernels is ∼ 2.4 times slower than393

LD6. Including threshold function for LD6 has the effect to increase computation time,394

but to a small extent. On average, LD6 with threshold function included is about a factor395

of 1.07 slower than LD6, but a factor of ∼ 2.2 faster than KCE integration. This suggests396

that application of KCE may be computationally feasible in large scale models, at least397

for studies that explicitly resolve cloud droplet spectra. Prescribing ε and obtaining N398

and LWC from an online simulation may further speedup LD6 by a factor of 2.399

8. Conclusions

This study evaluates assumptions used in autoconversion parameterization develop-400

ment, by comparing them against predictions of the Kinetic Collection Equation (KCE)401

applied to ambient cloud droplet size distributions collected during the CRYSTAL-FACE402

and CSTRIPE field campaigns. First, the P6 parameterization of Liu and Daum [2004]403

is compared against KCE calculations for gamma distribution fits to the ambient data;404

both are in excellent agreement for total coalescence. This agreement is largely preserved405
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even when the ambient droplet distribution data is used in the KCE calculation. This406

means that a gamma distribution provides a good approximation to ambient distribu-407

tions for calculations of total coalescence, and, the polynomial collection kernel (used in408

the analytical integration of the KCE) is a good approximation to the full formulation.409

The error in autconversion from fitting a gamma distribution to the data is also assessed.410

This is done by comparing KCE calculations of autoconversion, using the observed droplet411

distributions vs. their gamma distribution fits. The error from the fitting is much greater412

than for total coalescence and most of this uncertainty arises from the deviations in the413

fitted distribution, especially for droplet sizes that are close to the drizzle-drop separation414

threshold. This suggests that higher moments of the DSD (like skewness) may need to415

be accounted for an effective parameterization of the autoconversion process, in a way416

so that errors in the fitted distribution are minimized in the region near the drizzle-drop417

separation size.418

KCE calculations of autoconversion rate are also compared against parameterizations419

currently used in models. Of all parameterizations that consider droplet number, the420

formulation of Khairoutdinov and Kogan [2000] on average gives the lowest error and421

scatter for CRYSTAL-FACE clouds, the latter of which is still substantial (∼ 1 order of422

magnitude). When the parameterizations are used to predict autoconversion timescale,423

τauto, LD6 has the lowest average error. Multiplying LD6 with a threshold function has424

a minor impact on predicted autoconversion rate for CRYSTAL-FACE clouds, and, a425

major impact on CSTRIPE clouds. This is consistent with time scale analysis that most426

of CSTRIPE clouds are far from precipitating state. For higher autoconversion rates in427
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CRYSTAL-FACE clouds, the threshold function is close to unity, consistent with the small428

autoconversion timescale associated with these clouds.429

We also explore the sensitivity of predicted autoconversion to the droplet size threshold430

used for separating cloud droplets from drizzle. Varying r0 from 20 to 25 µm radius affects431

autoconversion to within a factor of two, and the predicted autoconversion rates tend to432

be lower when using 25 µ m. Overall, the autoconversion difference rising from ambiguity433

in r0 is considerably smaller than the inherent scatter of all parameterizations examined.434

We also assess the importance of including turbulence effect in KCE calculations of435

autoconversion rate. Neglecting the turbulent collection process can introduce systematic436

biases in autoconversion calculations, as enhancement from turbulence is on average by a437

factor of 1.82 in CRYSTAL-FACE, and, 1.24 in CSTRIPE clouds using the most realistic438

kernel of Ayala et al. [2008a, b]. This difference, although within the inherent uncertainty439

of autoconversion parameterizations, may be important for clouds close to forming pre-440

cipitation. Surprisingly, collection enhancement from turbulence may be less sensitive to441

the kernel used as previously thought. Using the kernel of Zhou et al. [2001], which is442

known to substantially overestimate turbulence collection for conditions found in clouds,443

enhances autoconversion rate by roughly a factor of 3 and can be considered an upper444

limit in enhancement from turbulence.445

Finally, we evaluate the computational efficiency of KCE against autoconversion para-446

meterizations. We find that using lookup tables, in place of online calculation of collection447

kernels result in a considerable acceleration of KCE calculations, which become roughly448

2.5-4 times slower than application of the LD6 parameterization. This, together with the449
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substantial predictive uncertainty of current autoconversion parameterizations, suggests450

that direct KCE integration could be included in studies of the aerosol indirect effect.451
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Table 1: Droplet size distribution characteristics of clouds sampled during
CRYSTAL-FACE and CSTRIPE.

Cloud Mean Standard Percentile

Property Value deviation 25th 50th 75th

CRYSTAL-FACE

LWC (kg m−3) 4.80×10−4 4.06×10−4 1.80×10−4 3.45×10−4 6.98×10−4

CDNC (cm−3) 480 367 227 365 593

Dp (µm) 10.67 4.00 7.78 9.67 13.67

σ (µm) 4.34 2.28 2.49 3.51 6.06

ε 0.41 0.10 0.34 0.41 0.47

CSTRIPE

LWC (kg m−3) 1.50×10−4 9.56×10−5 5.89×10−5 1.39×10−4 2.39×10−4

CDNC (cm−3) 304 97 234 298 370

Dp (µm) 7.18 2.08 5.22 7.22 8.79

σ (µm) 3.84 0.89 3.29 3.74 4.64

ε 0.56 0.12 0.47 0.55 0.64
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Table 2: Autoconversion parameterizations considered in this study. a

Scheme Autoconversion rate (kg m−3 s−1)

MC, Manton and Cotton [1977] AMC = πκ1

(

3
4πρw

)4/3
EN−1/3L7/3H (R3 − R3c)

BH, Beheng [1994] ABH = −6.0 × 1028w−1.7(N × 10−6)−3.3(L × 10−3)4.7

KK, Khairoutdinov and Kogan [2000] AKK = 1350q2.47
c (N × 10−6)−1.79

LD4, Liu and Daum [2004] PLD4 = πκ1

(

3
4πρw

)4/3
Eβ4

4N
−1/3L7/3H (R4 − R4c)

LD6, Liu and Daum [2004] PLD6 =
(

3
4πρw

)

κ2β
6
6

(

L
N

)2/3
N−1/3L7/3H (R6 − R6c)

SD, Sundqvist et al. [1989] ASD = C0qc

{

1 − exp
[

−
(

L
Lc

)4
]}

a
L is liquid water content, N is the drop number concentration; the Stokes constant k1 = 1.19×108 m−1 s−1 and k2 =

1.9×1017m−3 s−1. E is the average collection efficiency, taken as 0.55 [Manton and Cotton, 1977]. ρw is the density of water

and qc is the cloud water mixing ratio. w is the width parameter related to the relative dispersion coefficient ε = (w + 1)−1/2.

R3, R3c, R4, R4c, R6, R6c are mean and critical radius of 3rd, 4th, 6th moments of droplet size distribution, respectively. β4,

β6 are coefficients related to ǫ [Liu and Daum, 2004]. Lc is the critical cloud water content for the onset of rapid conversion

(5 × 10−4 kg m−3 over land, 10−3 kg m−3 over ocean) and C0 = 10−4 s−1 is the limiting autoconversion rate.
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Figure 1: Autoconversion rate predicted by the parameterizations in Table 2, as a function
of LWC for a cloud with a total drop concentration of 300 cm−3. For LD4, LD6 and BH,
a spectral dispersion of 0.5 is assumed.
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Figure 2: Examples of measured and fitted DSD (a) CRYSTAL-FACE C4 cloud (transect
3) and (b) CSTRIPE CS1 cloud (transect 4).
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Figure 3: Parameterized autoconversion versus total coalescence from KCE calculations
for measured CRYSTAL-FACE DSDs. Note LD6 predicts total coalescence [Wood and
Blossey , 2005].
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Figure 4: Autoconversion rates predicted by LD6, KK, MC, BH and SD-L parameteriza-
tions versus KCE calculations using measured DSDs from (a) CRYSTAL-FACE, and, (b)
CSTRIPE
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Table 3: The mean error and standard deviation of total coalescence and autoconversion
rate from KCE integration. Calculations are done using fitted and measured DSD for
CRYSTAL-FACE and CSTRIPE data sets. The difference is represented in terms of
orders of magnitude.

log(Ameasured/Afitted)

Dataset Mean Standard deviation

Total coalescence

CRYSTAL-FACE -0.01 0.13

CSTRIPE 0.33 0.29

Autoconversion rate

CRYSTAL-FACE 3.55 5.70

CSTRIPE 5.18 3.50
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Table 4: Mean (standard deviation) of log(AKCE/Aparam) and log(τKCE/τparam. Error sta-
tistics for LD6 multiplied with the threshold function (T), parameterization are computed
for data points with an autoconversion rate > 10−9 kg m−3s−1.

Parameterization log(AKCE/Aparam) log(τKCE/τparam)

CRYSTAL-FACE

KK 1.43 (1.70) -4.30 (1.67)

LD6 -2.75 (1.52) 0.79 (1.00)

LD6(T) -1.89 (1.88) 0.66 (1.13)

LD4 -4.95 (1.74) 1.93 (0.79)

MC -4.67 (1.80) 1.50 (0.82)

BH 2.81 (2.87) -2.13 (2.18)

SD-O -2.51 (2.30) -0.39 (0.80)

SD-L -0.66 (2.41) -0.97 (0.99)

CSTRIPE

KK 3.34 (1.29) -4.00 (0.80)

LD6 -0.50 (1.34) 0.18 (0.74)

LD6(T) 5.27 (3.96) -5.85 (4.50)

LD4 -3.23 (1.33) 2.59 (0.58)

MC -2.81 (1.40) 2.18 (0.62)

BH 6.46 (1.97) -6.01 (1.49)

SD-O 2.05 (3.29) -1.13 (1.44)

SD-L 4.80 (3.30) -3.88 (1.46)
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Figure 5: The ratio of self-collection to autoconversion vs. (a) LWC, and, (b) τauto for
CRYSTAL-FACE and CSTRIPE clouds.
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Figure 6: The generalized threshold function of Liu et al. [2006]. Lines represent the
threshold function for constant ε (values given in legend). Circles and dots represent
CRYSTAL-FACE and CSTRIPE DSDs, respectively.

Figure 7: Comparison of autoconversion rate (kg m−3 s−1) between LD6 parameterization
and KCE integration for CRYSTAL-FACE and CSTRIPE DSD. (T) in legends denotes
the consideration of threshold function when applying LD6 scheme.
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Figure 8: Comparison of (a) total coalescence and (b) autoconversion rate between poly-
nomial approximation and explicit gravitational collection kernel for CRYSTAL-FACE
DSDs.
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Table 5: Difference in KCE conversion rates using the polynomial and gravitational col-
lection kernel, relative to the gravitational kernel. Results are shown for r0 = 20 µm
and r0 = 25 µm. Also shown is relative difference in conversion rate (using the explicit
gravitational kernel) between r0 = 25 µm and r0 = 20 µm, with respect to r0 = 20 µm.

Conversion rate r0 = 20 µm r0 = 25 µm Relative difference

Total coalescence 12.33 12.21 0.11

Autoconversion 0.32 2.35 -0.86

Self-collection 13.14 12.18 0.76

Figure 9: Comparison of conversion rate (total coalescence and autoconversion) between
r0 = 25 µm and r0 = 20 µm for CRYSTAL-FACE DSDs.
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Figure 10: τauto (Parameterizations) versus τauto (KCE) for (a) CRYSTAL-FACE and (b)
CSTRIPE clouds.
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Figure 11: KCE autoconversion rates (kg m−3 s−1) using turbulent and quiescent condi-
tions, for CRYSTAL-FACE and CSTRIPE DSD.

Table 6: CPU time required for computing autoconversion using LD6 (only rate function
and both rate and threshold function considered) and KCE integration with lookup tables
for collection kernel.

CPU time(s)

Calculation Method All executions (164) Average

KCE (Pre-process kernel) 5.89 3.59×10−2

LD6 2.48 1.51×10−2

LD6 (with threshold function) 2.66 1.62×10−2
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